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the citys high-tech and freewheeling capitalism has also made it a target of chinese capital controls and a place where mainlanders can find relatively lax investment restrictions. hong kong is also a well-connected transport hub for southeast asia. in recent years, hong kong has begun taking proactive steps to diversify its economy and increase its share of global trade. this
has included tax policy changes and a strong focus on tourism. but since the ouster of the citys last democratically elected leader in 2014, beijing has increasingly made it harder for hong kong to maintain its autonomy. along with taiwan, hong kong is one of the only two major democracies in chinese-ruled territory. unlike taiwan, however, it remains an important trading
partner and financial hub for the mainland. a city with a population of about 7 million people, hong kong is in the eastern part of mainland china. its special administrative status was granted by britain in its final years as a colony, and it operates under a system of rule known as chapter i, which includes a high degree of autonomy. for decades, the citys political system has
been a hybrid of british law and chinese law. in practice, this has made it very difficult to make laws that are legally binding in hong kong, and it has allowed the city to preserve a high degree of autonomy while not giving up significant parts of its legal system. this has also helped maintain its distinctiveness. hong kong also has a court of final appeal, which is the final court
of appeal for civil and criminal cases that cannot be appealed to a higher court. the court of final appeal consists of five justices. the highest court in hong kong is the court of appeal, which hears cases from the lower courts. the court of final appeal has the authority to overturn the court of appeal. since hong kong is a british colony, its law is based on english common law
and the law of the united kingdom. several high-profile british cases were heard in hong kong, including the long-running agnew and ann chao v. immigration tribunal case. the beijing government has also actively sought to limit the power of hong kong courts, but it has been unable to eliminate the judicial power completely. as a result, hong kong has become a center for

litigation against china in international courts.
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in the months after he was taken into custody, the former vice-governor was charged with
misusing his position to help businessmen close to him, fraudulently diverting millions of dollars

in public funds. he was also charged with leaking state secrets to a person outside hong kong, an
offense that carries a death sentence in hong kong. wuthornung has pleaded not guilty to all
charges. in hong kong, donald tsang wai-kay, is serving a sentence of life in prison on money
laundering and embezzlement charges. his former assistant, lai tung-kwok, was sentenced in
hong kong to 16 years in jail, accused of embezzling more than $8 million in public funds and

selling state secrets to a newspaper in taiwan. another former assistant, ann chiang ping-yin, was
sentenced to 10 years in jail for helping wuthornung by leaking state secrets to a taiwanese

newspaper. wuthornungs former secretary, tak kwok-kit, was sentenced to 17 years in jail for
misusing her position to fund private companies. in september, a court in hong kong found the

government uncooperative in providing evidence and ordered the release of secret witness
testimony. on april 26, 2020, a british judge ruled that the extradition to the mainland of 10 hong

kong men accused of drug and gang charges violated the british law of extradition. britain hit
back at beijing a few days later when it called in the hong kong police. the authorities detained
several prominent human rights activists and political figures for storming the legislature, with
hong kong media and local organizations showing the extent of support for the protests. london

called on hong kong to make sure the protests remained peaceful. 5ec8ef588b
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